YA ZOMBIE BOOKS

Zombies vs. Unicorns, compiled by Holly
Black and Justine Larbalestier (Z869U)
-In twelve short stories by a variety of authors
seek to answer the question of whether
zombies are better than unicorns.
The Forest of Hands and Teeth, by Carrie
Ryan (R9882FO)

Generation Dead, by Daniel Waters (W329GE)
- When dead teenagers who have come back to
life start showing up at her high school, Phoebe,
a Goth girl, becomes interested in the
phenomenon, and when she starts dating a "living
impaired" boy, they encounter prejudice, fear,
and hatred.
Kiss of Life, by Daniel Waters (YAP WAL)

-Through twists and turns of fate, orphaned
Mary seeks knowledge of life, love, and
especially what lies beyond her walled village
and the surrounding forest, where dwell the
Unconsecrated, aggressive flesh-eating people
who were once dead.
The Dead-tossed Waves, by Carrie Ryan
(R9882DE)
-Gabry lives a quiet life in a town trapped
between a forest and the ocean, hemmed in by
the dead who hunger for the living, but her
mother Mary's secrets, a cult of religious
zealots who worship the dead, and a stranger
from the forest who seems to know Gabry
threaten to destroy her world.
The Dark and Hollow Places, by Carrie Ryan
(R9882DA)
-Alone and listening to the moaning of the Dark
City dying around her, Annah wants to find her
way back home, to her sister and family and
their village in the Forest of Hands and Teeth.
Kiss Me Deadly: 13 Tales of Paranormal Love,
edited by Trisha Talep (YAP KIS)
-A collection of short stories combining dark
seduction and modern romance presents a
variety of tales featuring the romantic lives of
humans and werewolves, ghosts, fallen angels,
zombies, and shape-shifters.

-Adam's return from death has made Phoebe's
love life even weirder. Now she has to choose
between two zombie boys. She knows how Adam
needs her, but she still has feelings for Tommy.
Meanwhile, the zombie population of Oakville,
Conn., continues to grow. As their numbers rise,
the undead community is becoming increasingly
divided.
Passing Strange, by Daniel Waters (W329PA)
-Karen, a zombie teenager, attempts to pass as
human and prove her zombie friends' innocence
when they are accused of murder.
I Kissed a Zombie, and I Liked It, by Adam
Selzer (YAP SEL)
-Living in the post-human era when the undead
are part of everyday life, high schooler Alley
breaks her no-dating rule when Doug catches her
eye, but classmate Will demands to turn her into
a vampire and her zombie boyfriend may be
unable to stop him.
Zombie Blondes, by Brian James (YAP JAM)
-Each time fifteen-year-old Hannah and her outof-work father move she has some fears about
making friends, but a classmate warns her that in
Maplecrest, Vermont, the cheerleaders really are
monsters.
Infinity, by Sherrilyn Kenyon (K3775IN)

Rot & Ruin, by Jonathan Maberry (M1123RO)
-In a post-apocalyptic world where fences and
border patrols guard the few people left from
the zombies that have overtaken civilization,
fifteen-year-old Benny Imura is finally
convinced that he must follow in his older
brother's footsteps and become a bounty
hunter.

-Streetwise, tough, and savvy, Nick and his quick
sarcasm are the stuff of legend... until the night
when his best friends try to kill him. Saved by a
mysterious warrior, Nick is sucked into the realm
of the Dark-Hunters: immortal vampire slayers
who risk everything to save humanity. With his
fellow students turning into flesh-eating
zombies, how can he stop them... without
getting grounded by his mom?

